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Abstract

A new method is presented that takes as an input a high dynamic range image and maps it into a limited range
of luminance values reproducible by a display device. There is significant evidence that a similar operation is
performed by early stages of human visual system (HVS). Our approach follows functionality of HVS without
attempting to construct its sophisticated model. The operation is performed in three steps. First, we estimate local
adaptation luminance at each point in the image. Then, a simple function is applied to these values to compress
them into the required display range. Since important image details can be lost during this process, we then
re-introduce details in the final pass over the image.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/image generation;
Display algorithms

1. Introduction

Many current state of the art image synthesis algorithms
model the physics of light propagation through a scene. If
provided with an accurate description of the environment,
these methods are capable of computing luminance values
at each pixel which closely match those measured at corre-
sponding points in the real scene28. As a result, the range of
these values can be vast. The problem of sensibly mapping
the results of a physics-based image synthesis algorithm to
the limited range of displayable values is commonly referred
to as tone mapping. With recent active developments in the
field of high dynamic range photography4, the importance
of the problem has risen significantly since even systems
which are not based on accurate lighting simulations are now
potentially capable of producing full range of real world lu-
minance values.

Arguably, to construct a good tone mapping operator, we
need to consider how humans see the world around them.
The problem is therefore complicated by our lack of com-
plete understanding of human visual system (HVS). How-
ever, enough information has been accumulated over years
of research to develop computational models of initial stages
of the HVS15 which have proven useful in computer graph-
ics, including construction of several good tone mapping
operators. Unfortunately, such operators are usually rather
complex. In the other extreme, there exist several very sim-

ple operators but their results commonly fail to reproduce
some important features of visual experience for the corre-
sponding scene.

In this paper we present a new tone mapping operator
which mirrors two relevant functions of HVS: signalling
absolute brightness and local contrast. Most previous ap-
proaches have either addressed only one of these issues
or attempted to deal with both parts within a single com-
plex computational framework. In contrast, we address these
two problems separately. We use local adaptation level at a
particular image position to signal absolute brightness and
non-linearly compress these adaptation luminances into dis-
playable range using a simple mathematical function we de-
rive. We also provide a novel way to estimate local adap-
tation luminance needed for this part of the algorithm. The
final stage of the algorithm ensures that fine image details are
present in the tone mapped image. We believe that the main
advantage of our approach compared with current state of
the art methods is that it produces an algorithm which is sig-
nificantly simpler without compromising the quality of the
results. Moreover, clearly separating phases responsible for
different tasks allows for easy replacement of constituent al-
gorithms as better methods become available.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
relevant work on the tone mapping problem in section 2. Our
assumptions and guiding principles are given in Section 3.
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The main stages of the algorithm are developed in Section 4.
We present our results in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

Advances in understanding of the human visual system have
been significant14. For a comprehensive review of relevant
literature from the computer graphics perspective, see15, 6.
We state here only a few results which are important for bet-
ter understanding of our approach.

It has been discovered that light plays a rather peculiar
role in visual perception. It is necessary to project infor-
mation onto the retina but there are both physiological and
psychophysical evidences20, 26 that absolute brightness in-
formation is of secondary importance to HVS and tends to
be largely discarded on very early stages of visual process-
ing through mechanisms of brightness constancy. Local con-
trasts are used instead to convey the wealth of information
about the outside world. For a tone mapping algorithm it
is therefore very important to preserve this contrast infor-
mation. Second important fact is that human sensitivity to
luminance changes is not constant throughout the range of
luminances, but is rather given by threshold vs. intensity
(TVI) function which gives the value of just noticeable lu-
minance difference for given adaptation levelLa. This func-
tion has been experimentally measured (see Figure 1 below
and discussion in15 on relevant techniques). Moreover, it has
also been shown thatLa can vary across the image, which is
known as local adaptation12, 3. TVI function and local adap-
tation play a key role in our tone mapping procedure.

Researchers and practitioners in several areas encounter
problems similar to that of tone mapping. In image process-
ing it is often desirable to increase image contrast without in-
troducing artifacts. A full range of enhancement techniques
has been developed8. It includes simple methods such as
histogram equalization along with some recently developed
algorithms9 which provide excellent results by incorporat-
ing multiscale processing based on retinex theory of HVS10.
Some image processing techniques served as a starting point
for tone mapping procedures11, but as these authors note,
there are two fundamental differences between image en-
hancement and tone mapping. First, maintaining perceptual
fidelity is usually of no importance to an image enhance-
ment technique. Second, tone mapping procedure deals with
undistorted world luminances while image processing algo-
rithm is already presented with a limited dynamic range in-
put. Since artifacts tend to grow with dynamic range, direct
application of image processing techniques may be not ap-
propriate.

In photography, dodging and burning techniques are pop-
ular to address the problem of obtaining a good looking im-
age of a high contrast scene and these ideas were exploited
in computer graphics2, 13. In particular, our algorithm was

developed in parallel to and is very similar in some respects
to that of Reinhard et.al.13 who provide an alternative justi-
fication for the procedure presented in section 4.2 as well as
a wealth of references to photographic literature. The main
difference of this work from13 is that we attempt to develop
a method for specific case of high contrast images which is
based mostly on insights from human perception and uses
little user intervention while Reinhard et al. allow for more
detailed user control based on direct adaptation of several
techniques from photographic practice.

In computer graphics, the need for mapping world lumi-
nances into display range was recognized since the develop-
ment of first physics based rendering algorithms. Simple lin-
ear scaling is one of the most popular practical approaches.
Ward27 proposed to choose the linear scaling factor based on
the ratio of world and display just noticeable differences in
luminance. This approach was later used in7 with more ac-
curate expressions for the TVI function. As discussed below,
there are some serious inherent limitations to linear map-
pings which encouraged the search for nonlinear techniques.

Early non-linear methods included applying simple com-
pressive functions, such as cubic root or logarithm to the lu-
minance values. Tumblin and Rushmeier24 were the first to
address the problem of preserving viewer’s overall impres-
sion of brightness. They proposed an approach based on sim-
ple power relation between world luminance and perceived
brightness. A single adaptation value was used for the scene
and another for the display. In23 this expression was re-
vised to incorporate a linear scaling factor based on adapta-
tion luminance. The operator is then used to separately com-
press illumination layers in a computer graphics rendering
while preserving surface reflection information. Other meth-
ods which rely on availability of some additional informa-
tion about the scene and are therefore restricted to rendering
applications, include recent interactive techniques presented
in 5, 18.

All methods mentioned above use a single adaptation
value for the entire scene. Attempts to account for local
adaptation effects have been done by Chiu et al.2, Tanaka
and Ohnishi22, and, in a much more consistent manner,
by Pattanaik et al.15 who present the most comprehensive
model of human visual system currently used in computer
graphics. These techniques are based on applying a linear
filtering procedure to the input and using the result to reduce
contrast in the tone mapped image either through division by
the blurred image2, 22 or by using a more sophisticated mul-
tiscale mechanism15. All these methods are susceptible to
halo artifacts as discussed in25, 23 (see also the next section).
Schlick19 concentrated on improving the efficiency of Chiu
et al.’s method.

Ward et al.11 presented a method based on histogram
equalization which avoids halo artifacts altogether. It adjusts
image histogram so that display contrast does not exceed that
of the real scene. However, nothing prevents the displayed
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contrast from being too low in some cases. Also, as argued
in 25, strictly monotonic mapping might be too restrictive if
visually pleasing results similar to those produced by skilled
artists are desired. Nevertheless, we believe that this method
currently offers the best combination of practical simplicity
and uniformly good perceptually advocated results and we
chose to compare our algorithm with this technique in sec-
tion 5.

Tumblin and Turk recently proposed a method based on
artist’s approach to drawing of high contrast scenes25. They
separate the image into a hierarchy of detail images through
a procedure based on anisotropic diffusion. They then com-
press the range of each image using different linear scales.
This allows to use overlapping intensity ranges in different
parts of the scene giving the method greater flexibility than
monotonic mapping procedure of11. Our approach is simi-
lar in spirit, but we compute a single auxiliary image using
a much simpler algorithm and use non-linear mappings as
well as different detail preservation procedure.

While we concentrate on tone mapping luminance in this
paper, other related effects have been addressed in computer
graphics literature. They include chromaticity change and
acuity loss with darkness7, 11, blue shift for night scenes5,
chromatic adaptation15, veiling luminance and other scat-
tering processes in the eye11, 21, and time dependent adapta-
tion 7, 16. Many of these methods can be directly incorporated
into our framework.

3. Overview

In this section we discuss a simplefunctional model of hu-
man luminance perception which can be used to construct
a tone mapping operator. Note that we do not attempt to
build a full computational HVS model which may account
for many more perceptual phenomena but will most likely
be too complex for our purposes. In particular, no claim is
made that HVS behaves the way we describe, but rather we
demonstrate in this paper that a simple model we present
successfully deals with the two most important tasks of lu-
minance perception relevant for the tone mapping problem.
These two tasks are providing a way of signalling absolute
luminance levels and the use of local contrasts for informa-
tion delivery. In our framework we use local adaptation level
to signal absolute brightness and treat local contrast, which
we define relative to this adaptation level, as the main infor-
mation carrying quantity to be preserved in the final image.

We can define local contrastc at a pixel as

c(x,y) = L(x,y)/La(x,y)−1 (1)

whereL is pixel luminance andLa is local adaptation level
which we take to be just an average luminance over some
neighborhood around pixel position(x,y). We present our
way to estimateLa in section 4.2 below. Note that a simple
way to preserve contrast is to apply a linear mapping to the
input image. This is well understood in computer graphics

where linear mappings are popular due to both their simplic-
ity and contrast preservation property27, 7. Unfortunately, a
single linear mapping applied to the whole image is often
not sufficient. While it works for scenes with limited dy-
namic range, clamping of very low or very high luminance
values is necessary for high dynamic range images and con-
trast preservation is therefore limited to regions in the image
which are mapped to a well resolved range of display lu-
minances. In addition, if the linear coefficient applied does
not depend on the luminance level, the overall impression
of brightness will be completely lost. Humans are not very
good in judging the absolute luminances but making a sunlit
scene look different from a moonlit one is certainly a desir-
able quantity of a tone mapping operator.

What we would like to do instead is to is to apply alo-
cally linear mapping over much of the image with the coef-
ficient applied depending on the particular image neighbor-
hood so that the mapping would preserve detailsthrough-
out the image. Suppose we compute local adaptation level
La(x,y) as the average luminance over some local image
area (section 4.2). We can then apply a tone mapping func-
tion T M(L) to La(x,y) which would create a tone mapped
adaptation imageT M(La(x,y)) ( section 4.1). The main pur-
pose of this function is to compress a high dynamic range
image to the display range while trying to convey the overall
impression of brightness. Since we are not concerned with
a more difficult problem of detail preservation at this stage,
we found that the function can be made quite simple. Note
that the only argument toT M(L) is a luminance value. In
most of our examples it is the adaptation luminanceLa, but
in some cases applyingT M(L) to the image itself is suffi-
cient to produce good results (see section 4.1).

Once the adaptation image and its tone mapped version
are produced, we can state the requirement of local contrast
preservation ascd(x,y) = c(x,y) (throughout the paper we
will add subscriptd to refer to display, i.e. tone mapped,
quantities) and using equation 1 obtain the formula for the
final mapping

Ld(x,y) =
L(x,y)TM(La(x,y))

La(x,y)
(2)

This operation “infuses” details back into the scene. Note
that mapping 2 presents a locally linear (and, therefore, con-
trast preserving) transformation as long asLa(x,y) (and, as a
consequence,T M(La(x,y))) is a slow varying function over
much of the image. Since the real scene can have very high
local contrasts not reproducible on a display device, this im-
mediately shows thatLa can not be just an average overcon-
stant size neighborhood around the given pixel. Treating it
as such leads to a well known problem of halos (inverse gra-
dients) when, for example, a very bright light source extends
a dark aura around it in a tone mapped image. Halos present
a serious problem affecting even some of the most sophisti-
cated tone mapping algorithms. We deal with this by adjust-
ing the size of the region used to compute adaptation lumi-
nance. In smooth regions, this size is rather large while in
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the neighborhood of a high contrast feature it shrinks to that
of a pixel. The key observation here is that we do not need
a particularly accurate value of adaptation level as long as
it experiences a sharp jump at high contrast image features.
In section 4.2 we show that this adjustment can be done by
applying a simple constraint on the allowed output contrast
signal associated with the neighborhood of a given size.

Preserving local contrast in a way suggested by equation 2
produces visually pleasing high contrast images. In many
cases, visual satisfaction is the main criteria of success in
computer graphics. However, in some applications, it might
be more important to preservevisible contrast rather than the
one given by equation 1. We can define visible contrastcv as

cv(x,y) = (L(x,y)−La(x,y))/TV I(La(x,y)) (3)

where TV I(La) is threshold vs. intensity function which
gives the value of just noticeable intensity difference for
given adaptation levelLa. We can modify our procedure to
introduce image details according to this new definition in
which case the analog of equation 2 will be

Ld(x,y) = T M(La(x,y))+
TV I(T M(La(x,y)))

TV I(La(x,y))
(L(x,y)−La(x,y))

(4)
See section 4.1 for the discussion of the choice of the ap-
propriate TVI functions. Also note similarity between this
formula and linear mapping suggested by Ward27 in that the
scaling coefficient is given by the ratio of display and world
threshold sensitivities. However, since our framework does
not attempt to fully follow the operation of HVS, the level of
accuracy obtained might not be sufficient for some applica-
tions (a safety panel visibility estimation, for example) and
a more complete computational model15 might be more ap-
propriate in these cases. Our main intention is to use enough
relevant information about HVS to create a simple tone map-
ping procedure for non-critical computer graphics applica-
tions where visual satisfaction is of greater importance.

In summary, the following simple steps are performed:

• Separate out luminance channel and construct a Gaussian
pyramid to facilitate the next step, see discussion below

• Compute local adaptation luminanceLa(x,y) by contrast-
limited neighborhood growing procedure, section 4.2.

• Apply tone mapping functionT M(La(x,y)), equation 9.
• Compute final pixel luminance, equation 2
• Re-assemble color image by applying the scaling obtained

for luminance to each of the original RGB channels.
• Perform gamma correction to obtain pixel values for dis-

play

Several possible modifications to this basis version of the
algorithm are mentioned throughout the paper.

4. Details of Our Method

In the previous section we have separated the complex tone
mapping problem into two parts dealing with two indepen-
dent issues: compressing the dynamic range and preserving

local details. This allowed us to deal with each of the sub-
problems using simpler algorithms. We will now present the
details of the two key developments of this paper: derivation
of the functionT M(L) and an algorithm to compute the lo-
cal adaptation levelLa(x,y). Even though the first operation
we perform is the estimation of local adaptation luminance,
it is more convenient to start with the description of the tone
mapping function.

4.1. The tone mapping function T M(L).

In this section we will deal with the problem of mapping
the range of luminances in the input image to display lumi-
nances with no regard to preserving feature visibility (i.e. lo-
cal contrast information) but rather making an attempt to ac-
count for deviations of HVS from a pure contrast measurer.
This will allow us to be concerned only with given world
luminance values and not with their spatial distribution. To
construct the tone mapping functionT M(L) we first intro-
duce a notion ofperceptual capacity of a range of luminance
values. The intuition is that human sensitivity to luminance
changes, which is given by the TVI function, provides a nat-
ural scaling factor for a given small range of luminances∆L.
A range of luminances corresponding to, for example, five
just noticeable differences can be considered to be of equal
perceptual importance no matter where in the range of lumi-
nances it lies and we therefore define perceptual capacity as
∆L/TV I(La).

The question of the argument to pass to the TVI func-
tion is not a trivial one. Threshold sensitivity depends not
on luminance itself but on some adaptation luminanceLa.
The simplest way is to assume that there exists a single
La value for the whole image. This is the assumption used
for both world and display luminances by most tone map-
ping algorithms which introduce the concept of adaptation.
However, studies show that adaptation is a highly localized
phenomenon12, 3. Ignoring this fact by choosing a singleLa
value is not a problem for display luminances which cover
only a limited range. On the other hand, for a high contrast
input image adaptation level can be very different in different
parts of the image. Since we take adaptation luminance to be
average luminance over some image neighborhood, it is bet-
ter to take world luminanceL itself as approximate measure
of adaptation level. We therefore define an auxiliary capacity
functionC for a single world luminance valueL as

C(L) =
∫ L

0

dl

TV I(l)
(5)

which represents perceptual capacity of the world luminance
range from 0 toL. With this definition, perceptual capacity of
a (not necessarily small) world luminance range fromL1 to
L2 is simplyC(L2)−C(L1). Even though we estimate local
La value as described in the next section, at present we do not
see a clean way to incorporate this more detailed information
into this expression sinceC ceases to be a simple “global”
function of luminance in this case. For the display image we
use a common approximation of single adaptation valueLad :

Cd(L) =
L

TV I(Lad)
(6)
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Figure 1: The TVI function (adapted from6). To integrate
equation 5 analytically, we use approximation by linear seg-
ments AB, BC, CD, and DE.

In addition to the simplicity of this formula, another argu-
ment in its favor is that we do not have complete informa-
tion about viewing conditions for the tone mapped image
which can significantly affect adaptation independently from
the displayed image. So, equation 6 is probably the best we
can do. In fact, our experiments with an analog of equation 5
for display luminances usually produced images which are
too dark for typical viewing conditions when extra ambient
illumination increases viewer’s adaptation level. In a dark
viewing environment using an analog of equation 5 might
be a valid approach. Extending our framework for this case
is straightforward and we skip the details.

We will also use different TVI functions for display and
world perceptual capacities. In particular, TVI function for
cone vision is appropriate for display luminances, since this
is the system active at display intensities. For world lumi-
nances, either cone or rod TVI’s may be more appropriate.
A log-log space plot of these functions is shown on Figure 1.
We follow Ward et.al.11 who simply use a single function
combined at the crossing point C. The mathematical form
of this function is still too complex to perform analytic inte-
gration of equation 5 and some further adjustments to it are
required to maintain simplicity. We found that a simplified
TVI shape given by four linear (in log-log space) segments
AB, BC, CD, and DE is sufficient for our purposes, but a
more accurate approximation using more terms or functions
which fit TVI curve shape better is certainly possible. With
our approximation, world capacity function becomes

C(L) =




L/0.0014 if L < 0.0034
2.4483+ log(L/0.0034)/0.4027 if 0.0034≤ L < 1
16.5630+(L−1)/0.4027 if 1≤ L < 7.2444
32.0693+ log(L/7.2444)/0.0556 otherwise

(7)
whereL is expressed incd/m2.

The main principle we use to perform the mapping opera-
tion is that since we consider perceptual scales to be uniform,

world luminances are mapped into display ones according to
their relative positions in corresponding perceptual scales. In
other words, if world luminanceL “used up” some fraction
of total world perceptual range for a given image, the cor-
responding display luminance will be at the similar position
in the total display perceptual range. This condition imme-
diately leads to

Cd(Ld)−Cd(Lmind)
Cd(Lmaxd)−Cd(Lmind)

=
C(L)−C(Lmin)

C(Lmax)−C(Lmin)
(8)

We are interested in high contrast images which calls for
using the full display range, so we setLmind = 0,Lmaxd =
LDMAX whereLDMAX is the maximum displayable lumi-
nance. A simple adjustment in cases when the total percep-
tual capacity of the input image is less than that of the full
display range, is to findLmaxd (or Lmind) such that percep-
tual capacities of the input image and new display range are
equal. To prevent a single potentially noisy pixel with very
large or very low value from affecting this global operator,
we can use max and min values of a blurred version of an
image asLmax andLmin.

For any world luminanceL Equation 8 uniquely de-
fines corresponding display luminance (assuming invertible
Cd(Ld)). With linear capacity for display defined by equa-
tion 6 and full display range used the tone mapping function
becomes

Ld = T M(L) = LDMAX
C(L)−C(Lmin)

C(Lmax)−C(Lmin)
(9)

Note that TVI value for display adaptation luminance can-
cels out. Moreover, it is usually sufficient to knowrela-
tive luminancesLd/LDMAX with respect to display’s max-
imum. This conveniently eliminates the question about par-
ticular values ofLda andLDMAX , getting exact answer for
which is usually rather tricky. For versions which do require
these values (for example, to estimate total perceptual ca-
pacity of the display luminances) we can use common val-
uesLDMAX = 100cd/m2 andLda = 0.5LDMAX . Straight-
forward adjustments for non-zero display luminance at zero
pixel value (Ldmin �= 0) are also possible if more detailed in-
formation about the display is available.

It is interesting to trace the relationship of our framework
to earlier simple tone mapping functions. We can consider
our approach to be a generalization of those since assump-
tions different from ours about world and display adapta-
tion levels give a variety of popular functions. For example,
choosing single adaptation values for both world and display
luminances gives linear mapping similar to Ward’s27 while
world TVI in the form of strict Weber’s law (TV I(l) ∼ l)
gives either logarithmic mapping (with linear displayC(L))
or an image-specific power function mapping (with We-
ber’s law display TVI) similar to that of Tumblin and col-
leagues24, 25. It is further interesting that for mapping of
many scenes with directly visible light sources the power
given by the ratio of display to world total luminance capac-
ities comes out to be around 1/2 to 1/3 in agreement with
simple practice of taking cubic root of luminance as a tone
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Figure 2: Tone mapping functionT M(L) applied directly
to pixel luminances. Left: bathroom scene from11, right:
dimmed to 1/10000 of the original level.

mapping operation. Our function was constructed with no
consideration of preserving image details. On some images,
however, applying just this function directly to pixel lumi-
nances produces satisfactory results. An example is shown
on Figure 2 where we present bathroom scene used in11 un-
der two different illumination levels to demonstrate the op-
eration ofT M(L) alone.

4.2. Estimating local adaptation level.

Determining appropriate level of local adaptation is a diffi-
cult problem. We propose an approach based on balancing
two opposing requirements which are faced by HVS: keep-
ing the local contrast signal within reasonable bounds while
maintaining enough information about image details. At this
stage we will treat HVS as a pure contrast measurer, with its
output signal being simply proportional to the local contrast.
We assume that deviations from this behavior were satisfac-
torily taken into account by the construction of tone map-
ping functionT M(L) (through the shape of TVI functions).
We compute adaptation level as the average luminance over
some pixel neighborhood. Larger neighborhoods allow us to
increase the range of pixel contrasts, better preserving im-
age details. For low contrast images, this neighborhood cor-
responds to about one degree of visual field as determined in
physiological experiments12, 3. However, making the neigh-
borhood too big for high contrast images would overwhelm
the system if it becomes necessary to signal contrasts which
are too large. The tradeoff can be stated as the following
simple rule: to determine local adaptation, we want to av-
erage over the largest neighborhood consistent with some
limit on the generated contrast signal, or, equivalently, over
the largest neighborhood which is still sufficiently uniform
not to generate excessive contrast signals.

The maximum of pixel contrasts given by Equation 1
(or 3) could be used to estimate maximum output signal to
place a bound upon, but this way is inefficient since we need
to look at every pixel in the neighborhood every time we ad-
just adaptation level. We would also like the level of local
adaptation to vary smoothly far from high contrast features
which would be hard to achieve with single pixel sensitive
measure suggested by equation 1. We therefore use a mea-
sure of neighborhood uniformity instead. The key observa-
tion is that for a uniform neighborhood, increasing its size
does not affect its average value significantly. To character-
ize this property mathematically, we will recall that multi-
scale contrast processing is a well known feature of HVS and
it was suggested that an appropriate way to characterize the
effects of local adaptation is to determine the band-limited
local contrastlc at a given image location17. This quantity
is usually calculated by taking the ratio of the difference of
two lowpass filtered images (with widths related by a factor
of 2) to one of them:

lc(s,x,y) = (Gs(L)(x,y)−G2s(L)(x,y))/Gs(L)(x,y) (10)

whereGs(L) represent the result of applying gaussian filter
of width s to the input image. ChoosingGs instead ofG2s in
the denominator is somewhat arbitrary and both have been
used in the literature15, 1. Our choice coincides with the def-
inition of illumination-independent neural activity function
from 1. Note that using illumination dependent form (for ex-
ample, dividing byTV I(G(L)), as in15) would not be appro-
priate since it assumes some knowledge of adaptation level.
Fortunately, at this stage in our procedure we need to deal
only with contrast measuring abstraction of the HVS.

We will now place a limit on this band-limited contrast as-
sociated with an adaptation neighborhood of particular sizes
as a perceptually advocated uniformity criteria. We will start
from the smallest neighborhood (lowpass filter with width
s = 1 in pixel units) and compute the associated band-limited
contrast defined by equation 10. If it is too large, we assume
the adaptation value at the particular location to be that of
the pixel itself. Note that this corresponds to a pixel forming
a high contrast feature in the image. Otherwise, we proceed
to a larger neighborhood (increment filter width by one) un-
til we either reach the maximum size allowed by our con-
trast ceiling or reach some maximum predetermined neigh-
borhood size. This size should be set to about one degree
of visual field as dictated by physiological measurements
to achieve true resolution independence of the results, but
since for many images information about the field of view is
not readily available, a reasonable fixed value for the max-
imum considered filter sizesmax = 10 pixels was found to
be adequate. In addition to computational penalty, increas-
ing this maximum size increases the potential of false inten-
sity jumps in the adaptation image. Although our procedure
uses discrete steps ins, we assume thatlc(s) is a continu-
ous function ofs and use linear interpolation to finds more
accurately. The exact neighborhood uniformity criteria we
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used for all examples in this paper is|lc(s,x,y)| < 0.5 and
our procedure is effectively just an algorithm to find at ev-
ery pixel the smallests ∈ [1;smax] which solves the equation
|lc(s)| = 0.5. Once the sizes of a locally uniform neighbor-
hood is obtained,La is simply taken to beGs(L) (we lin-
early interpolateGs(L) between integers values). Manually
adjusting threshold value (0.5) for particular image (or di-
viding by G2s(L) instead ofGs(L) in equation 10) improves
the results but for more objective evaluation of our method
we demonstrate here only results obtained without such user
intervention (except on Figure 4 below).

We caution again against interpretation of adaptation lev-
els computed by our algorithm as something which directly
corresponds to those present the human visual system. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental evi-
dence that HVS chooses adaptation levels through the adap-
tive neighborhood growing process we describe. However,
the results do show that this simple procedure is sufficient
to perform our tone mapping operation for a variety of high
contrast images.

4.3. The complete procedure.

Once theLa(x,y) image is computed, we apply the tone map-
ping function to it to obtainT M(La(x,y)) and follow equa-
tion 2 to compute the final tone mapped valueLd(x,y) at
each pixel. This will give a greyscale tone mapped image.
The simplest way to deal with color which provides accept-
able results in many cases is then to multiply each of the ini-
tial RGB components byLd(x,y)/L(x,y). This is the tech-
nique we use for all examples in this paper. Another suf-
ficiently simple way to treat color as well as a way to ac-
count for the loss of visual acuity was presented by Ward et
al 11. We implemented this method with no modification in
our framework. The only difference is that we can use our
computed adaptation levels to judge the degree of color and
acuity loss. Not surprisingly, the adjustments to the results
are very similar to that shown in11 and we do not present
them here concentrating instead on the newly developed al-
gorithm.

Note that we do not perform any further rescaling of the
result, i.e. if our output values are beyond the display range,
we simply clamp them. If this occurs at all, it usually hap-
pens in high luminance high contrast regions where the true
contrast is not reproducible anyway and it is better to clamp
the result rather than let other image regions to be affected
by applying, for example, another linear mapping. Standard
gamma correction procedure is applied as the final step to
obtain pixel values for the display. Gamma correction for
γ= 2.4 was applied for all images presented in this paper.

5. Results

We applied our procedure to a number of high contrast
images, both rendered and acquired through high dynamic
range photography. Rendered images were produced with

Radiance rendering system28. Photographs were made with
the technique of Debevec and Malik4. Original images are
publicly available on corresponding web pages. Foggy park-
ing lot and computer desk images are curtesy of J. Tumblin,
Northwestern University and S. Pattanaik and J.Ferwerda,
Cornell University, respectively. Electronic versions of most
of the results included in this paper are available on the au-
thor’s web page.

To demonstrate non-linear mapping performed by
T M(L), we applied this function directly to pixel luminances
for the bathroom scene used in11. We also apply it to the
same image scaled by 1/10000 which approximately corre-
sponds to moonlight illumination. The result is shown on
Figure 2. Note that the tone mapped image is darker overall
but not nearly in proportion to the scaling applied. Since for
this dim image the perceptual capacity of the world lumi-
nances is lower than that of complete display range, only a
fraction of it is used according to the procedure described in
section 4.1.

For this image, details were well preserved by the tone
mapping function, but this does not always occur. A more
typical example is shown on Figure 3, a and Figure 4, left,
where just applyingT M(L) to pixel luminances results in an
image which is too dull, reminiscent of other simple range-
compressing mappings. To correct this problem, we com-
pute adaptation image and applyT M function to it instead
of the original image. The result is shown on Figure 3, b.
Note that our neighborhood growing procedure successfully
captured high contrast features in the image and adaptation
level changes sharply at these positions. This prevents halo
artifacts from occurring. In the rest of the image it changes
smoothly and its value is obtained by averaging over a neigh-
borhood with size close to the maximum allowed one. This
corresponds to the best conditions for signalling local de-
tails.

Final pass infuses details back into the image by apply-
ing equation 2. In effect, we multiply adaptation image by
the detail image given by the ratio of pixel luminance to the
corresponding local world adaptation level shown on Fig-
ure 3,c. At this stage, an alternative definition of contrast 3
can also be used. This is similar to the restriction introduced
by Ward et. al.11 but computes contrast with respect to geo-
metric neighborhood rather than in luminance space. Results
of these two alternative procedures are shown on Figure 3,
d and e. Contrast is lowered in the last image in dark parts
of the scene reflecting reduced contrast sensitivity. Note that
even this image has more details than the image obtained
with direct application of the tone mapping function, Fig-
ure 3, a. This is particularly clear for high luminance areas
such as windows.

We found that in some cases the modified procedure em-
phasizes false edges which can be present in the adaptation
image. A simple ad-hoc solution is to use a ceiling on the
infused contrast by choosing a minimum of contrasts sug-
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Figure 3: Operation of our algorithm. In reading order: a. application ofT M(L) to pixel luminances, b. computed adaptation
image after tone mapping byT M, c. details image (midlevel grey corresponds to value one), d. final result using equation 2, e.
same using visible contrast definition (equations 3 and 4), f. histogram-based tone mapping11 result.

Figure 4: Tone mapping with different restrictions on local contrast|lc(s,x,y)|. Left: T M(L) directly applied to pixel lumi-
nances (formally,|lc| < 0) Middle: |lc| < 0.5 - note some artifacts due to halos and false jumps in adaptation level. Right:
|lc| < 0.1 - a better overall choice for this image. Corresponding detail views are also shown.
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gested by equations 3 and 1. In all other examples we show
results obtained with direct application of equation 2 since
this is the preferred way of applying our algorithm for visual
applications.

Although many algorithms are available, due to limited
space we present here a single comparison of our approach
with histogram based technique of Ward et. al.11. Motiva-
tions for this choice are uniformly high quality of the re-
sults it produces and availability of standard implementa-
tion within the Radiance system. Other recent state of the
art methods are either significantly more complex15, 25, ad-
dress only part of the problem24, 7 or have limited domain of
applicability23.

An image tone mapped with the histogram technique is
shown on Figures 3, f. To concentrate on comparing algo-
rithmically different parts of the two techniques, for these
images we did not perform color correction, blurring, or veil-
ing luminance calculations described in11. We did, however,
use histogram adjustment based on human sensitivity func-
tion (TVI) since both methods attempt to account for corre-
sponding effects but do it in different ways. In very bright
areas of images (windows) our method shows more details
than histogram mapping. We believe that this is due to the
fact that we use a non-monotonic mapping. Compared with
other methods, our technique does not create excessive high
frequency content which is present in LCIS images25 and
seems to avoids halos better than2, 15. A large set of tone
mapping results for the image on Figure 3 is presented in13

showing that loss of fine details in the window region is char-
acteristic to most techniques. A collection of tone mapped
high contrast images is shown on Figure 5 (Color plate).

Computational cost of our algorithm is moderate. We
found that using a pyramid of filtered imagesGs(L)(x,y)
with width s doubling on each level and linearly interpo-
lating between them similar to mip-mapping29 is sufficient
for our purposes. Even with this approach, initial filtering
is the most computationally expensive part in our current
implementation of the algorithm. In our unoptimized C++
implementation we compute image pyramid by direct con-
volution with gaussian filters of different widths which takes
11 seconds on a 1.2 GHz Pentium IV PC for the Stanford
memorial church image (resolution 512x768 pixels). A sig-
nificantly faster alternative for large images is to apply a
Fourier transform and perform the filtering through multi-
plication in Fourier domain, as done in13. Once the pyra-
mid is computed, it takes 0.89 seconds to perform adapta-
tion level computation for the the church image. Direct ap-
plication ofT M(L) to pixel luminances can be performed at
several frames per second for this image.

Our method has several important limitations. First of all,
the adaptation image computed by our simple procedure can
sometimes create jumps in adaptation level away from high
contrast image features. This produces artifacts similar to
those visible around the light in the middle image on Fig-
ure 4. These artifacts are usually mild and can be eliminated

by an adjustment of neighborhood uniformity criterion as
mentioned in section 4.2 (see figure 4). Second, our proce-
dure is not well suited for images where local contrast is uni-
form everywhere since it terminates neighborhood growth
at locally high contrast positions and it has difficulty cor-
rectly finding these places in a uniform image. An example
of such an image is the well known Macbeth color checker
scene used in7, 15. Fortunately, as7 demonstrated, a simple
linear mapping is adequate in these cases. Finally, there is
some discussion in the literature on the value of residual
halos to accentuate the perception of high contrast image
features2, 25, 22, 23. Our method seems to avoid halos in most
cases but a mild form of them can be visible in some situa-
tions (see Figures 3 and 5). We believe that some form of ha-
los is most likely unavoidable in a non-monotonic mapping
procedure. Again, adjustments to the neighborhood unifor-
mity criteria can either remove halos completely at the cost
of somewhat decreased visual detail or increase their magni-
tude if desired.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a simple tone mapping algorithm
designed for high contrast images. It is based on a multi-
pass technique which first estimates local adaptation level,
applies a simple tone mapping function to it and then puts
back image details. This reflects two main goals of a tone
mapping algorithm: preserving image details and providing
enough absolute brightness information in a low dynamic
range tone mapped image. In addition to this functional sep-
aration, contributions of this paper include a novel technique
to estimate local adaptation level and development of a new
tone mapping function using the concept of perceptual ca-
pacity of a range of luminances. We believe that moder-
ate computational expense and simplicity of implementation
combined with good visual results make our algorithm use-
ful for a variety applications.

Our framework is modular and its main parts are inde-
pendent from one another. This allows to use, for example,
a more accurate TVI function with no change to adaptation
estimation algorithm. Similarly, if a better way to compute
local adaptation luminance is found, it can be substituted for
our simple procedure. In particular, we observed that a single
global adjustment to the neighborhood uniformity criterion
by the user can improve the results. It would be beneficial to
investigate more local adjustments and to deal with this issue
automatically. Other potential improvements might include
incorporating more characteristics of HVS into the frame-
work. For example, the simple color handling procedure we
use does not take into account the effects of chromatic adap-
tation which is a significant effect for the desk image on Fig-
ure 5. Adaptation color which would be needed to account
for this effect seems to correspond to a neighborhood much
larger than that for luminance adaptation we deal with.
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Figure 5: More examples of tone mapped high contrast images.
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